Introduction
It has been suggested by Ichinose et al [1] that there is a particle-flux separation (PFS) applicable to electrons. The electron splits into a "chargeon" which carries the charge and a "f luxon" which carries the magnetic field. The "chargeons" are similar to composite fermions (CFs) which have been utilized to understand the quantum Hall effect data in GaAs/AlGaAs. It has been suggested that PFS is similar to charge-spin separation (CSS) in which electron dissociates into holon and spinon with holon carrying the charge but not the spin and the spinon carrying spin but not the charge. There is a concept of phase transition so that there is a critical temperature at which the particleflux separation occurs. The electron splits into two particles, a η x , "chargeon" which is a fermion and a "f luxon" which is a boson,
The masses of these particles are m for the electron mass in vacuum, m e for the electron mass in a solid, m φ the fluxon mass and m η the chargeon mass. The fermion operator ψ x is given by the product of a fermion operator and a boson operator,
Actually the correct algebra in such a case would require a product wave function which has products of fermion wave function, chargeon wave function and the fluxon wave function. Then there are creation and annihilation operators of the three quasiparticles as,
The number densities are given by the usual product, e.g.,
The conclusion of this study is that (a) there are quasiparticles, electrons in vacuum, electrons in a solid, chargeons and fluxons. By attaching two fluxons to one electron, we make a composite fermion (CF). In addition to these there are spinons and holons. The electron splits into two quasiparticles, the spinon carries the spin but not the charge and the holon which carries the charge but not the spin,
The bound state of a "chargeon" and a "f luxon" is the usual electron. Thus so many quasiparticles, electron, electron * , chargeon, fluxon, spinon and holon have been introduced and hence their bound states must also occur in two reactions, chargeon+fluxon = electron, chargeon+chargeon, fluxon+fluxon, chargeon+spinon, chargeon+holon, fluxon+spinon, fluxon+holon, etc.
We wish to discuss if the electromagnetic theory of these new quasiparticles is correctly described and whether the masses have been added correctly.
Comments. (i) Masses
Let us write the two reactions. (a) Electron splits into a "chargeon" and a "f luxon", and (b) the composite fermion (CF) is made by attaching two fluxons to one electron [2, 3] . Therefore, the simple mass equations are,
where m e is the mass of the electron, m η is the mass of the chargeon and m φ is that of fluxon. We believe that chargeon and the fluxon are very tightly bound so that there is a binding energy, ∆ e , the mass equivalent of which is ∆ e /c 2 . The second equation is the mass of the CF. Since, it is made by attaching two fluxons to one electron, its mass reaction should be,
to which the binding energy has beem included. Now we have the burden of measuring the masses, 
There are far too many masses to understand the experiments on resistivity in the quantum Hall effect so that adjusting five masses to get the one, experimentally measured mass, 0.4m e will not lead to definite values.
(ii) Electromagnetic theory.
According to well known Maxwell equations, it is not possible for a charged particle to go round a circle and not produce a field. The chargeon of mass m η is a charged particle but it does not produce a magnetic field. The field is produced by "f luxon" of mass If E and H are coupled, the Maxwell equations will be lost, which is contrary to the experimental measurements.
Therefore, CF are new objects not consistent with Maxwell equations. So the Maxwell equations can be modified and CF can be accepted as a new basic principle but there is no evidence in favour of the variety of masses. When the electron splits into a chargeon and a fluxon, a large binding energy is released but there is no evidence for the release of such energy. Similarly, when CF breaks into an electron and two fluxons, large energy should be released but there is no evidence of such an "electron bomb" or a CF "bomb". Indeed, the "electron decay" is unheard off. If it is possible to attach floxons to electrons, it must be possible to detach flux from the electron. This gives rise to a "decomposite fermion"
(DF) [4] . The CFs are large objects and can not have the same density as that of the electron. The CF model is therefore internally inconsistent and should be discarded. Dujovne et al [14] find them. Ref. [15] shows that E and H separation is required for the CF model but it does not occur in the data of Pan et al [16] . Ref. 17 shows that "111"
is is a fermion and it is not a boson due to antisymmetry and hence the results of Simon et al [18] , require to be corrected.
Conclusions.
Ichinose [1] requires that the electron should have structure and the classical electrodynamics should break down. We point out that this type of theory introduces far too many masses to be compared with only one experimental value. The experiments have compared observations with the CF model but in all cases, the identification of the data with the CF is not justified. The stringent requirement of CF model is that flux is attached to the electron. This requirement is not justified and hence the CF model should be discarded. Ichinose [19] [20] [21] has also published several papers on the spin-charge decoupling but these are not applicable to the data on quantum Hall effect.
